Game Rules
A game by Gali Shimoni & Zvi Shalem
Players: 2-5, Age: 5+

Contents

• 40 game cards with images of: Pears, Strawberries, Pineapples,
Bananas, Oranges and Apples.
• 4 game dice: 2 dice with fruit images, 1 dice with numbers and 1
dice with animal images.

Object of the game

To be the player with the most cards by the end of the game.

How to play?

There are several ways to play the game (depending on the age
and ability of the players).
1

3-dice version ( intermediate)

In this version, 3 dice are used: the numbers dice, the animals dice
and 1 fruit dice.
All cards are placed in a pile face down. One of the players rolls
the dice and then a card is flipped over. Everyone takes a look at
the dice and the card.
Animals dice Fruit dice Numbers dice

Note that every fruit may
appear from 3 to 8 times
on each card.
On the card in this
example there are 3
pineapples, 4 bananas, 5
apples, 6 pears, 7
strawberries and 8
oranges.

After rolling the dice players should check the number on the
numbers dice and look for the fruit that appears that number of
times on the card.
If that fruit does not also appear on the fruit dice, call the fruit
name.
If that fruit appears on the fruit dice, don’t call the fruit name.
Instead, make the sound of the animal that appears on the animal
dice. The first player to yell the right thing wins the card.

Example 1: The dice show 4, pear and cow.
Since the number on the dice is 4, players
should look for the fruit that appears on the
card 4 times. This fruit is a banana.
Since banana does NOT appear on the fruit
dice, the first player to call “Banana” wins
the card.

Example 2: The dice show 4, banana and cow.
Since the number on the dice is 4, players
should look for the fruit that appears on the
card 4 times. This fruit is a banana. Since
banana is also shown on the fruit dice, players
should NOT call “Banana”!
Instead, the first player to make the sound of
the animal that appears on the animal dice (in
this case MOO) wins the card.
2

4-dice version ( advanced)

All 4 dice are used in this version: the numbers dice, the animals
dice and 2 fruit dice.
The game is played in the same way as the 3-dice version, with
one additional rule: If the two fruit dice show the same fruit, the
players IGNORE the other 2 dice. Instead, they should notice the
fruit on the dice and count how many times it appears on the card.
The first player that calls the right number wins the card.

Example 3: The dice show 4, two oranges and cow.
Players IGNORE the dice with number 4 and the cow. They should
notice the orange on the dice and count
how many times it appears on the card
(in this case 8 times).

3 Modifications for younger players ( beginner)

1.Use only the numbers dice. To win a card, be the first player to
call the fruit that appears on it the number of times indicated by
the dice.
2.Use only one fruit dice (and no animals or number dice). To win a
card, be the first player to call the number that the fruit
indicated by the dice appears on the card.

Wrong Call

If the first player to call was wrong, s/he must return one card (if
s/he has any). That card is placed at the bottom of the pile.

End of the game

When no more cards remain in the pile, the players count the
number of cards they collected. The player that has the most cards
is the winner.

